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Superpermutation Matrices
Guillaume Dumas
Abstract
Superpermutations are words over a finite alphabet containing every permu-
tation as a factor. Finding the minimal length of a superpermutation is still an
open problem [5, 6]. In this article, we introduce superpermutations matrices.
We establish a link between the minimal size of such a matrix and the mini-
mal length of a universal word for the quotient of the symmetric group Sn by
an equivalence relation. We will then give non-trivial bounds on the minimal
length of such a word and prove that the limit of their ratio when n approaches
infinity is 2.
1 Introduction
In order to motivate the introduction of superpermutation matrices, we review the
recent advances on a related problem, that of the minimal superpermutation.
1.1 Background on Superpermutations
A word over an alphabet A is a finite sequence of letters of A. If w is a word, |w | is its
number of letters and w(i ) its i th letter. Let [n] denote {1, ...,n}. A permutation pi of
Sn can be represented by a word pi(1)...pi(n) over [n].
A n-superpermutation is a universal word for permutations of Sn over [n]: it is a word
over [n] that contains each permutation of Sn as a contiguous factor.
A trivial lower bound is easy to find: to get a new permutation, we need to add at
least an element to the word. We need n! permutation, and we start with n letters for
the first, so a superpermutation has length at least n!+n−1.
Ashlock and Tillotson [2] conjectured in a paper in 1993 that minimal length was
n!+ (n−1)!+ ...+1!. For example, we have 121 for n = 2, 123121321 for n = 3. Their
conjecture follows from a recursive construction: given a (n−1)-superpermutation,
• Write permutations of size n−1 in their order of appearance
• Duplicate each permutation and add n between the copies
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• Concatenate the different parts and eliminate overlap.
If m is the length of the starting (n−1)-superpermutation, Ashlock and Tillotson
proved that the resulting n-superpermutation has length m+n!.
But this conjecture was disproved later. We need first to define the transition
graph Gn : it is a graph with Sn as vertices, and the weight of an edge from σ1 to σ2 is
the number of letters of u the smallest word such thatσ2 is a suffix ofσ1u. The weight
function represent the number of letters to add to a permutation to make a new per-
mutation appear as a factor in the resulting word. Then with these definitions, we get
this result:
Proposition 1. A path H that goes through every vertex can be turned into a superper-
mutation u of length w(H)+n. A superpermutation u can be turned into a path that
goes through every vertex H of weight |u|−n.
Notice that we don’t talk about Hamiltonian paths, because we don’t know if a
permutation will appear only once in a minimal superpermutation.
With this, Houston [7] used algorithms for the travelling salesman problem to find a
6-superpermutation of length 872, while the conjectured length was 873.
The transition graph also helped provide bounds for the minimal length. An
anonymous 4chan user [1] proved the following result by studying cycles using only
weight 1 edges, and cycles with weight-2 edges.
Theorem 1. A n-superpermutation has length at least n!+ (n−1)!+ (n−2)!+n−3.
Finally, Egan [5] adapted a paper by Williams [9] on the Hamiltonicity of a Cay-
ley digraph to find a path using only weight-1 and weight-2 edges, of known weight,
giving the following result.
Theorem 2. There is a superpermutation of length n!+(n−1)!+(n−2)!+(n−3)!+n−3.
It can be shown that it is the optimal length using only weight-1 and weight-2
edges.
Even though graph theory helped find good bounds, finding superpermutations
of minimal length is still an open problem. But a generalisation to different alphabets
can change the results [6].
1.2 De Bruijn words and Universal Cycles
Let us consider an alphabet [N ] where N ≥ n. We will say that two words u and v of
length n are order-isomorphic if u(i ) > u( j ) ⇐⇒ v(i ) > v( j )∀1 ≤ i , j ≤ n. Then any
word u over [N ] order-isomorphic to the standard representation of the permutation
pi is a representation over [N ]. So, we can consider the problem of a universal word
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for permutations over [N ], that is to say find a word w which contains a factor p
order-isomorphic to pi ∀pi ∈ Sn .
We have seen that finding the minimal length over [n] was still an open question.
But the addition of a new symbol to the alphabet changes things: over [n+1] andN∗,
we can find the minimal length of a universal word for permutations.
The trivial lower bound n!+n−1 is independent of the alphabet. If we can found
a universal word of this length Binf,1(n) for all n, it would be the minimal length.
To do so, we need to define De Bruijn words. A De Bruijn word of order n over an
alphabet [k] is a word of length kn such that every word of [k]n can be found exactly
once as a cyclic factor (which means as a factor in the word w(1)....w(kn)w(1)w(2)...w(n−
1)). De Bruijn showed the existence of such a word [4].
In 1992 Chung, Diaconis and Graham [3] looked for generalisations of this se-
quences for other objects, such as permutations. A universal cycle (u-cycle) for per-
mutations of length n is a word w of length n! over some alphabet [N ] such that every
permutation is order-isomorphic to a cyclic factor of w .
If such a u-cycle exists, then w(1)...w(n!)w(1)...w(n−1) is a solution for the prob-
lem of universal words over the alphabet [N ], and overN∗ by inclusion.
Theorem 3. For all n, there is u-cycle over the alphabet [6n] for permutations of length
n.
Johnson [8] showed a better result, proving that n!+n−1 is the minimal length
over [n+1].
Theorem 4. For all n, there is u-cycle over the alphabet [n + 1] for permutations of
length n.
2 Superpermutations Matrices
2.1 De Bruijn Torus and Generalisation
Let m,n be two positive integers and A an alphabet. A De Bruijn Torus for (m,n, A)
is a toric matrix (we identify up and down, as well as left and right) in which we can
find every matrix of Mm,n(A) as block, once and only once. In the same way than
Chung, Diaconis et Graham generalised De Bruijn in universal cycles, it is natural to
ask if given F a set of objects that may be represented by matrices, we can determine
the smallest toric matrix that contain every element of F as a block. More precisely,
we shall be interested in the case where F is the set of permutations Sn .
Definition 1. Let (e1, ...,en) be the standard basis of Rn . Let pi ∈ Sn , the associated
permutation matrix is M(pi) = (δi ,σ( j ))1≤i , j≤n = (epi(1), ...,epi(n)). The columns of the
matrix are the vectors of the base reordered according to the permutation.
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Proposition 2. The map M : pi 7→ M(pi) is an injective group morphism into GLn(R).
We call SM atn the image of Sn by M, it is a subgroup of GLn(R) isomorphic to Sn . Hence
M is a faithful representation of Sn .
Definition 2. Let T be a toric matrix ofMm,p (A), we say that M ∈Mn(A) is in T as a
block, and we note M ∈ T , if ∃i0 ≤m, j0 ≤ p such that (Ti0+i , j0+ j )1≤i , j≤n =M .
Let E be a set of same-sized square matrices, we note E ⊂ T if ∀M ∈ E , M ∈ T .
Definition 3. A superpermutations matrices is a toric matrices T ∈ Mm,p ({0,1}) such
that Sn ⊂ T .
The question we ask ourselves is whether we can found a superpermutation ma-
trix of minimal length. But how can we define “of minimal size” ? Notice that for n=1,
we have
(
1
)
and for n=2,
(
1 0
0 1
)
that will be the smallest matrix, no matter which no-
tion of “size” we consider.
But for n=3, we have

1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1
0 1 0
 ∈ M4,3({0,1}) and
1 0 0 00 1 0 1
0 0 1 0
 ∈ M3,4({0,1}), yet no
matrix of M4,4({0,1}) works, and we need to go to 5 to find a square matrix such that
S3 ⊂

1 0 0 0 1
0 1 0 1 0
0 0 1 0 0
1 0 0 0 1
0 1 0 1 0
. Furthermore, it appears difficult to see how to place the differ-
ent blocks to minimize the size without trying to fix the number of rows or columns
to n. Hence, we restrict the study to three different problems that seem interesting:
minimization in terms of rows, of columns and as a square.
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1 0 0 0
0 1 0 1
0 0 1 0


123
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 1
0 0 1 0


321
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 1
0 0 1 0


312
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 1
0 0 1 0


213
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 1
0 0 1 0


231
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 1
0 0 1 0


132
Figure 1: Blocks in the 3×4 matrix corresponding to the six permutations of S3.
2.2 Definitions and equivalences between the problems
We start by formally stating the problems we are going to focus on.
Problem 1. Find the smallest integer m1(n) such that ∃T ∈Mm1(n),n({0,1}) with Sn ⊂ T
Problem 2. Find the smallest integer m2(n) such that ∃T ∈Mn,m2(n)({0,1}) with Sn ⊂ T
Remark 1. In a m×p matrix, there are mp distinct blocks, but we want n! blocks in
a u-matrix, so we have a trivial lower bound:
m1(n)≥ (n−1)! and m2(n)≥ (n−1)!
Problem 3. Find the smallest integer m3(n) such that ∃T ∈ Mm3(n),m3(n)({0,1}) with
Sn ⊂ T
We will not study this last problem, but we can show the following result:
Proposition 3. We have seen m3(1) = 1, m3(2) = 2 and m3(3) = 5. For n ≥ 5, m3(n) ≤
m2(n).
Proof. Consider a superpermutation matrix T with n rows L1, ...,Ln and m2(n)
columns. But m2(n) ≥ (n − 1)! ≥ 2n − 1 since n ≥ 5. We may consider the matrix
T ′ with rows L1, ...,Ln ,L1, ...,Ln−1 and rows of zeros until it is squared. It is a super-
permutation matrix of size m2(n)×m2(n).
We will now show that we can study Problems 1 or 2 indifferently.
Proposition 4. For all n, m1(n)=m2(n)
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Below, we denote by tA the transpose of the matrix A.
Lemma 1. If T is a superpermutation matrix, then tT so is.
Proof. Let pi ∈ Sn . T is a superpermutation matrix, hence M(pi−1) ∈ T . But ∀M ∈
T,t M ∈t T . But M(pi)=M(pi−1)−1 =t M(pi−1) so M(pi) ∈t T
Thus if there is a superpermutation matrix of size n×m, there is one of size m×n,
hence m1(n)=m2(n).
Let us now take a look at how we could solve these problems. We will now work
modulo n, to simplify writings.
Definition 4. If M =M(pi) ∈ SM atn , rot(M)= {M(piσi )|0≤ i ≤ n−1} where σ(i )= i +1.
If M(pi)= (epi(1) ... epi(n)) then M(pi)M(σ)= (epi(2) ... epi(n) epi(1)). We noteR1 the
equivalence relation such that xR1 y ⇐⇒ y ∈ rot(x).
If M =M(pi) ∈ SM atn , inc(M)= {M(σipi)|0≤ i ≤ n−1}. If M(pi)=
(
epi(1) ... epi(n)
)
then
M(σ)M(pi) = (epi(1)+1 ... epi(n)+1). We can also see it this way: if M(pi) =
L1...
Ln
 then
M(σ)M(pi) =

Ln
L1
...
Ln−1
. We note R2 the equivalence relation such that xR2 y ⇐⇒ y ∈
inc(x).
Remark 2. inc(tM)= {tN |N ∈ rot(M)}
By the isomorphism between Sn and SM atn , we will also note inc(pi) and rot(pi).
Lemma 2. If T ∈Mm,n({0,1}) is toric, then M ∈ T ⇒ rot(M)⊂ T .
If T ∈Mn,m({0,1}) is toric, then M ∈ T ⇒ inc(M)⊂ T .
Proof. It follows from the remarks in Definition 4 about rows and columns and the
fact that T is toric.
2.3 Transition Graph and Simplification of the Problem
Our first approach to finding new lower and upper bounds on m1(n) = m2(n) is to
consider a transition graph.
Let us start with the Problem 1 : according to Lemma 2, we can forget toricity on left
and right and try to find T which contains an element of each equivalence class for
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the relation R1. We consider the weighed complete digraph Kn where the vertices
are the (n−1)! equivalence classes for R1. The weight between rot(M) and rot(M ′)
is the minimal number of rows to add at the end of M, and remove at its beginning,
to get an element of rot(M ′). For example, w(rot
1 0 00 1 0
0 0 1
 , rot
0 0 10 1 0
1 0 0
)= 2. Then
from a path that goes through each vertex in the graph, we can take a matrix M in the
class of the first vertex, then add rows according to the edges encountered, to get a
matrix with n element of each class, hence with toricity and Lemma 2, every element
of SM atn . The number of rows in the matrix is then the weight of the path, plus n for
the initial matrix.
As an example, the adjacency matrix of K4 is

0 2 3 3 3 3
3 0 1 2 2 3
3 3 0 1 2 3
2 2 3 0 1 3
3 1 2 3 0 3
3 3 3 2 3 0
 and with the con-
struction we obtain the following superpermutation matrix with 12 rows:
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
0 1 0 0
1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
0 1 0 0
1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 1 0

As for problem 2, we can do a similar construction and look for T a matrix with n rows
that contains a block of each class for the relation R2. Then we consider the graph
Hn where vertices are the (n − 1)! equivalence classes for R1. The weight between
inc(M) and inc(M ′) is the minimal number of columns to add on the right of M, and
to remove on the left, to obtain an element of inc(M ′).
For example, w(inc
1 0 00 1 0
0 0 1
 , inc
0 0 10 1 0
1 0 0
) = 2. From a path that goes through
each vertex in the graph, we can take a matrix M in the class of the first vertex, then
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add columns according to the edges encountered, to get a matrix with n element of
each class, hence with toricity and Lemma 2, every element of SM atn . The number of
columns in the matrix is then the weight of the path, plus n for the initial matrix.
As above, the adjacency matrix of H4 is

0 2 3 3 3 3
3 0 1 3 2 2
3 3 0 2 1 3
3 1 3 0 2 3
2 2 3 1 0 3
3 3 3 3 2 0
 and we can obtain a su-
perpermutation matrix with 12 columns:
1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0

Remark 3. The path that goes through every vertex of minimal weight does not cor-
respond to the solution of the problem, because it does not use the toricity of the
matrix on left and right (respectively up and down) for Problem 2 (respectively Prob-
lem 1). For n = 3, we obtain 5 with the graphs but we saw that m1(3) = 4. However,
we claim that the bounds from these graphs are still interesting. Furthermore, even
if the two problems have the same solutions with transposition, graphs are not the
same. At first, it appears that Hn might be simpler to study because we can write the
matrix obtained from a path as column vectors ei , hence as a word, just like super-
permutations.
This remark leads to the definition of the following problem:
Problem 4. Let R be an equivalence relation on Sn , we look for the minimal length
mR(n) of a universal word for the equivalence classes ofR, that is to say a word which
contains at least an element of each class as a factor.
We will denote m(n) :=mR2 (n), and that is the value we are interested in.
Proposition 5. We have the inequality m(n)− (n−1)≤m1(n)=m2(n)≤m(n).
Proof. Given a word w(1)...w(k), we can obtain a matrix
(
ew(1) ... ew(k)
)
hence the
inequality on the right. Given a superpermutation matrix for Problem 2 with k col-
umn, if we add the n-1 first column at the beginning, toricity is not required and
we get a universal word for the equivalence relation, so we get the inequality on the
left.
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Proposition 6. There is a bijection between paths in Hn that go through every vertex
of the graph and universal words for R2. Given a path H and the associated word u,
|u| =w(H)+n.
Proof. The construction of u from H is the same as the construction of the superper-
mutation matrix described earlier, and we have indeed |u| = w(H)+n. Earlier, the
issue was that toricity prevented us to construct a path for some superpermutation
matrix. Here, there is not this problem anymore. Given a word u, we simply number
the permutation x1, ..., xk encountered. Then there is a path (x¯1, ..., x¯k ) in Hn and the
length is |u|−n because of the definition of the weight function.
3 Bounds on m(n)
3.1 Searching for Upper and Lower Bounds
Proposition 7. The bijection shown in Section 2.3 and Proposition 6 allows us to study
the graph Hn and find bounds on paths instead of words.
Since the weight function on edges is bounded by 1 and n−1, and such a path must
have at least (n−1)!−1 edges, and there exists a path with that number of edges, we
get:
• I (n)= (n−1)!+n−1 a trivial lower bound on the length of a universal word
• S(n)= (n−1)(n−1)!+1 a trivial upper bound
We can see that S(n)I (n) ∼ n.
Figure 2: A path going through every vertex in H4. It corresponds to the superpermu-
tation matrix with 12 columns given in Section 2.3. The universal word correspond-
ing to this path will be 123421342143.
We are now going to look for better bounds. We define a 1-cycle as
a cycle in Hn using only weight-1 edges. We note cycles
(1)(k) = {C |
C is a 1-cycle going through k vertices} andD(n)= {k ∈N|k|n}.
Lemma 3. Let d be an integer. If there is a 1-cycle of length d, then d |n.
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Proof. Let C be 1-cycle, an edge goes from inc(pi) to inc(pi′) iff inc(pi′)= inc(piσ) with
σ= (12...n). Hence if we chose a vertex e = inc(pi) in C, we can write C = {inc(piσi )|i ∈
N}. Then we can define a group structure on C where e is the identity element and
inc(piσi )⊗ inc(piσ j )= inc(piσi+ j ). We get an surjective morphism from <σ>'Z/nZ
to C . Then C is isomorphic to a quotient group of Z/nZ so its cardinal divides n.
inc(1234)
inc(1243) inc(1324)
inc(1342) inc(1423)
inc(1432)
Figure 3: 1-cycles in H4. We have one 1-cycle of length 4 and two 1-cycles of length 1.
We are going to determine |cycles(1)(d)| for d ∈D(n).
Let us begin with d=1. Below, arithmetic is done modulo n.
Lemma 4. For all n, the number of 1-cycles of length 1 is given by
|cycles(1)(1)| = |{pi|∃k,∀i ,pi(i +1)=pi(i )+k and pi(1)= 1}| ≤ n−1
Proof.
cycles(1)(1) = {inc(pi) ∈ Sn | 6 ∃y, w(inc(pi), y)= 1}
= {inc(pi)|inc(pi) = inc(piσ)}
= {inc(pi)|∃pi′ ∈ inc(pi), pi′ =piσ}
But inc(pi)= {σkpi|0≤ k ≤ n−1} so
|cycles(1)(1)| = |{inc(pi)|∃k,∀i ,piσ(i )=σkpi(i )}|
= |{inc(pi)|∃k,∀i ,pi(i +1)=pi(i )+k}|
= |{pi ∈ Sn |∃k,∀i ,pi(i +1)=pi(i )+k and pi(1)= 1}|
In the last equality, we fix the first value of pi in order to search for permutations
instead of equivalence classes. The permutation is completely determined by k, so
|cycles(1)(1)| ≤ n−1.
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Remark 4. If n is a prime number, we noticed we must have |1− cycles(1)| +n|1−
cycles(n)| = (n − 1)!. According to Wilson’s theorem, (n − 1)! ≡ −1 ≡ n − 1[n]
and |1 − cycles(1)| ≤ n − 1: we deduce that |1 − cycles(1)| = n − 1 and
|cycles(1)(n)| = (n−1)!−(n−1)n , so we completely determined the numbers of 1-cycles for
n prime.
If n is any integer, we prove the following result:
Lemma 5. |cycles(1)(1)| =ϕ(n) where ϕ is Euler’s totient function.
Proof. We are looking forpi such thatpi(1)= 1 and ∃k < n,∀i , pi(i+1)=pi(i )+k, which
is equivalent to ∃k < n, ∀i ∈ Z/nZ, pi(i +1) = 1+ i k. We also see that it justifies the
fact that a permutation will be determined by k, so we can simply count the k that
will work. We define
fk : Z/nZ−→Z/nZ
i 7−→ 1+ i k
Then we only need to count k such that fk is bijective. Z/nZ is finite so fk bijective
⇐⇒ fk injective.
Let i , i ′ be integers such that 1+ i k = 1+ i ′k =⇒ (i ′− i )k ≡ 0[n].
• IfD(k)∩D(n)= {1}, n|(i ′− i )k =⇒ n|i ′− i =⇒ i ′ = i in Z/nZ
• If ∃p s.t. n = pr1 and k = pr2, then i = 0 and i ′ = r1 yields (i ′− i )k = pr1r2 =
nr2 ≡ 0[n]
So fk bijective ⇐⇒ D(k)∩D(n) = {1}, and thus |cycles(1)(1)| = ϕ(n) by the definition
of Euler’s totient function.
We can now turn to the general case, computing |cycles(1)(d)| for any d ∈ D(n) and
any n.
We define
E(d ,n)= {inc(pi)|∃k < n,∀i ∈Z/nZ,pi(i +d)=pi(i )+k}
Notice that |E(1,n)| = |cycles(1)(1)|. The situation is however not that simple for d 6= 1.
Proposition 8.
E(d ,n)=⋃
k|d
⋃
C∈cycles(1)(k)
C
We can deduce a recursive computation:
|cycles(1)(d)| = 1
d
(|E(d ,n)|− ∑
k|d ,k 6=d
k|cycles(1)(k)|)
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Proof. Let
A(d ,n)=⋃
k|d
⋃
C∈cycles(1)(k)
C
We want to show that ∀n,d ∈N, E(d ,n)= A(d ,n).
Let x ∈ A(d ,n), ∃k|d , there exists C ∈ c ycles(1)(k) such that x ∈C . There exists alsopi ∈
Sn such that x = inc(pi). Then, since x is in a 1-cycle of length k, we have inc(piσk )=
inc(pi). It means there is pi′ ∈ inc(pi) such that pi′ = piσk . But inc = {σp |0 ≤ p < n}.
Thus, ∃p ≤ n − 1 s.t. pi′ = σppi = piσk . Hence for all i ∈ Z/nZ, σppi(i ) = pi(i )+ p =
piσk (i )=pi(i +k).
Then since k|d , we can write d = kt for some t ∈N. We can see that
pi(i +d) = pi(i +k(t −1)+k)
= pi(i +k(t −1))+p
= pi(i )+ t p by induction
Let r be the remainder of the euclidean division of t p by n. We get that ∃r < n,
∀i ∈Z/nZ, pi(i +d)=pi(i )+ r , which means that x ∈ E(d ,n) by definition of E(d ,n).
Let x = inc(pi) ∈ E(d ,n), and p the integer such that ∀i ∈ Z/nZ, pi(i +d) = pi(i )+ p,
which means that piσd = σppi. The 1-cycle of x is C = {inc(piσi )|i ∈N}. If we use the
same group structure as in Lemma 3 with inc(pi) as the identity element, then we can
define a surjective morphism
ϕ :
(Z,+) → (C ,⊗)
i 7→ inc(piσi )
The fact that piσd =σppi means that dZ⊂K er (ϕ), so we have a surjective morphism
from Z/dZ into C . Thus, C is isomorphic to a quotient group of Z/dZ, hence |C |
divides d . x is in a 1-cycle of length k with k|d , so x ∈ A(d ,n).
Then we only need to count the elements of E(d ,n).
Lemma 6. For any d ∈D(n), if p := nd , we have |E(d ,n)| =ϕ(p)pd−1(d −1)!.
Proof. As for d=1, we are going to count permutations instead of equivalence classes
by stating pi(1)= 1.
First, we must search the possible values of k :
We have∀i , j ∈Z/nZ, pi(i+ j d)=pi(i )+ j k. In particular, if j=p, pi(i+pd)=pi(i )+pk =
pi(i ) so we need n|pk hence d |k.
We also need
fk : Z/pZ−→Z/nZ
j 7−→ 1+ j k
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to be injective. Let j , j ′ ∈Z/nZ s.t. 1+ j k = 1+ j ′k, so ( j− j ′)k ≡ 0[n]. We have k = dk ′,
so n|dk ′( j − j ′) means p|k ′( j − j ′).
• If k ′∧p, p|( j − j ′)k ′ =⇒ p| j − j ′ =⇒ j ′ = j in Z/pZ
• If ∃t s.t. p = tr1 and k ′ = tr2, then j ′ = 0 and j = r1 yields ( j − j ′)k ′ = tr1r2 =
pr2 ≡ 0[p].
Finally, k works iff d |k and kd ∧ p = 1 which amount to choosing k ′ < p with k ′∧ p
hence there are ϕ(p) possibilities for k.
Now we must count, for a given k, the number of pi that verifies the conditions (with
d=1, there was only one permutation, but not anymore). Indeed, letters are fixed by
groups of p : if we knowpi(i ), we will knowpi(i+d),...,pi(i+(p−1)d). Hence we see that
we only need to fixpi(i ) with i ≤ d to completely determinepi. We consideredpi(1)= 1.
There are n−p possibilities left forpi(2), then n−2p forpi(3) until n−(d−1)p forpi(d).
For a given k, the number of permutations is
d−1∏
k=1
(n−pk)=
d−1∏
k=1
p(d −k)= pd−1(d −1)!
Multiplied by the number of k, |E(d ,n)| =ϕ(p)pd−1(d −1)!.
Theorem 5. We have he following upper bound:
m(n)≤B(n)= 1+∑
d |n
|cycles(1)(d)|(d +n−2)
Proof. We construct Hamiltonian path H the following way:
• Start from some vertex x
• Follow weight-1 edges to reach every vertex in its 1-cycle
• Head to the nearest 1-cycle with an edge of weight at most n-1
• Repeat until reaching every vertex.
We can now show that the weight of H is smaller than a function of n: each 1-cycle
of cardinal d requires d −1 weight-1 edges, and each 1-cycle other than the first one
requires an edge of weight at most n−1. Hence
w(H)≤∑
d |n
|cycles(1)(d)|(d−1)+(∑
d |n
|cycles(1)(d)|−1)(n−1)≤∑
d |n
|cycles(1)(d)|(d+n−2)−(n−1)
In order to obtain a universal word, we must add the n letters of the first permutation,
which gives the result we wanted.
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Theorem 6. We also get a lower bound :
m(n)≥C (n)= (n−1)!+n−1+∑
d |n
|cycles(1)(d)|
Proof. Let C = (x1, ..., xm) be a path, p(C ) the number of distinct vertices visited by
C and c(C ) the number of distinct 1-cycles visited.
We will show the inequality w(C )≥ p(C )+ c(C )−2 by induction on m.
• m = 1: w = 0, p = 1 and c = 1 so we have the inequality
• Let C ′ = (x1, ..., xm+1). Suppose that C = (x1, ..., xm) verifies the inequality.
– If w(xm , xm+1) ≥ 2, then p and c can only be increased by one so the in-
equality holds
– Si w(xm , xm+1) = 1, we stay in the same 1-cycle so c does not increase,
hence the inequality holds
But ifC goes through every vertex, p(C )= (n−1)! and c(C )=∑d |n cycles(1)(d).
w(C ) ≥ (n − 1)!− 2+∑d |n |cycles(1)(d)| and then for every universal word (by
Prop. 7), we get |u| ≥ (n−1)!+n−2+∑d |n |cycles(1)(d)|.
3.2 Tightness of the Bounds
Let us take a look at the first values of n:
n I(n) C(n) Best found B(n) S(n)
1 1 1 1 1 1
2 2 2 2 3 2
3 4 5 5 5 5
4 9 11 12 13 19
5 28 35 39 49 97
6 125 148 164 217 601
7 726 823 915 1261 4321
8 5047 5686 6118 8881 35280
Figure 4: Table of the values of the bounds for n ≤ 8. ”Best found“ is the minimal size
found numerically for m(n). It is optimal at least for n ≤ 4.
We saw in Proposition 7 that the ratio between trivial upper and lower bounds was
equivalent to n. In order to show that we improved significantly the bounds, we
would like to show that the limit of the ratio between the new upper bound and a
lower bound when n approaches infinity is a constant.
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Proposition 9. If n is prime, the upper bound can be rewritten:
B(n) = 1+ (n−1)|cycles(1)(1)|+ (2n−2)|cycles(1)(n)|
= 1+ (n−1)2+2(n−1)[ (n−1)!−(n−1n ]
= 1+ (n−1)2(2 (n−2)!−1n +1)
If we denote by pn the nth prime number, then
B(pn)
(pn −1)!
−−−−−→
n→+∞ 2
We note un = B(n)(n−1)! , the is a subsequence of un whose limit is 2. Using a computer, it
seems that un grows towards 2 after n = 6. If we can indeed prove that un is increas-
ing, we will get the limit we want since un converges towards l ∈ R¯, but l has to be 2,
the limit of the subsequence. We will even get un ≤ 2(n−1)! for n ≥ 6.
Unfortunately, I could not prove this result, but I was able to prove the limit of the ra-
tio using a second bound B ′(n), more explicit but worse, and show that B
′(n)
(n−1)! −−−−→n→∞ 2.
Proposition 10. Let
B ′(n)= 1+ (n−1)!+
(∑
d |n
ϕ(
n
d
)
nd−1(d −1)!
d d
)
(n−2)
We have m(n)≤B(n)≤B ′(n).
Proof. Remember that
B(n)= 1+∑
d |n
|cycles(1)(d)|(d +n−2)
and
E(d ,n)=∑
k|d
|cycles(1)(k)|k =ϕ( n
d
)(
n
d
)d−1(d −1)!
We see that |cycles(1)(d)| ≤ E(d ,n)d . Then we can write
B(n) = 1+∑d |n |cycles(1)(d)|d + (∑d |n |1−cycles(d)|)(n−2)
= 1+E(n,n)+ (∑d |n |cycles(1)(d)|)(n−2)
= 1+ (n−1)!+ (∑d |n |cycles(1)(d)|)(n−2)
≤ 1+ (n−1)!+ (∑d |n E(d ,n)d )(n−2)
≤ 1+ (n−1)!+ (∑d |nϕ( nd ) nd−1(d−1)!d d )(n−2)
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Scholium 1. We can write B(n)= 1+(n−1)!+(∑d |n |cycles(1)(d)|)(n−2) which is better
for understanding, and can be compared with the lower bound.
Theorem 7.
B ′(n)
(n−1)! −−−−→n→∞ 2
Proof.
B ′(n)
(n−1)! =
1
(n−1)! +1+
(∑
d |n
ϕ
(n
d
) nd−1(d −1)!
d d (n−2)!
)
n−2
n−1
It is sufficient to show that∑
d |n
ϕ
(n
d
) nd−1(d −1)!
d d (n−2)! =
∑
d |n,d 6=n
ϕ
(n
d
) nd−1(d −1)!
d d (n−2)! +
(n−1)!
n(n−2)! −−−−→n→∞ 1
hence that
vn =
∑
d |n,d 6=n
ϕ
(n
d
) nd−1(d −1)!
d d (n−2)! −−−−→n→∞ 0
Consider any term in this sum.
ϕ
(n
d
) nd−1(d −1)!
d d (n−2)! ≤
(n
d
)d n(n−1)
d 2
d !
n!
d !
n!
= 1
(n−d)!
d∏
i=1
i
n−d + i ≤
1
(n−d)!
(
d
n
)d
since
i ≤ d ⇐⇒ (n−d)i ≤ (n−d)d
⇐⇒ ni ≤ di +nd +d 2
⇐⇒ in−d+i ≤ dn
then
ϕ
(n
d
) nd−1(d −1)!
d d (n−2)! ≤
n(n−1)
d 2(n−d)!
with d |n and d 6= n so d ≤ n2 , which means (n−d)!≥
(bn2 c)! hence
ϕ
(n
d
) nd−1(d −1)!
d d (n−2)! ≤
n(n−1)
d 2
(bn2 c)!
Summing over the values of d,
vn =
∑
d |n,d 6=n
ϕ
(n
d
) nd−1(d −1)!
d d (n−2)! ≤
∑
d |n,d 6=n
n(n−1)
d 2
(bn2 c)! ≤
n3(bn2 c)! −−−−→n→∞ 0
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Lemma 7. Let L(n)=∑d |n |cycles(1)(d)|. Then L(n)(n−2)! −−−−→n→∞ 1
Proof. The worst and best cases are respectively: only 1-cycles of length 1 and only
1-cycles of length n, which gives us (n−1)!n ≤ L(n)≤ (n−1)! so (n−1)n ≤ L(n)(n−2)! ≤ (n−1).
On the left, the limit is 1 but on the right it is ∞. However, we see as a scholium of
Theorem 7 and Proposition 10 that
L(n)
(n−2)! ≤
∑
d |n
ϕ
(n
d
) nd−1(d −1)!
d d (n−2)! −−−−→n→∞ 1
The squeeze theorem gives the result.
Theorem 8.
B(n)
(n−1)! −−−−→n→∞ 2
Proof. Scholium 1 says that B(n)(n−1)! = 1+ 1(n−1)! + L(n)(n−2)(n−1)! . The previous lemma gives
the limit we want.
4 Conclusion
In this article, we gave a definition of a new problem on matrices, close to super-
permutations. By narrowing this problem, we were able to come back to finding a
universal word instead of a matrix, and then use tools on transition graph.
We managed to find upper and lower bounds: algorithmically, we can construct a
path verifying the upper bound simply by visiting the nearest neighbour at each step,
but of course creating the graph requires a lot of time.
Also, the bound itself is hard to compute because it requires recursive computation.
But we were able to find a more explicit bound, worse, but easier to compute. We
even showed that both bounds were equivalent to 2I (n).
Here are some open questions:
• Is the word of minimal length unique up to relabelling ?
• Can we prove that un is increasing ?
• Can we find better bounds by looking at weight-2 edges ? It seems harder, be-
cause unlike weight-1 edges, weight-2 edges are not unique.
• Can we found bounds such that the ratio between the upper bound and the
lower bound approaches 1, just like superpermutations ?
• Is there a link between the minimal length of a superpermutation and m(n) ?
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• Are there bounds for other problems on superpermutation matrices ? For ex-
ample, Problem 3 is about square matrices, but I also wondered if it was possi-
ble to minimize the area or the density of 1.
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